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Stochastic comparisons of Markov processes have mostly been in terms of transition functions or 
infinitesimal generators. For Iti? processes, that is, solutions of stochastic differential equations, it is 
possible to obtain very intuitive comparisons in terms of three deterministic functions that govern the 
drift, diffusion, and jumps. Some further results on semimartingale Hunt processes show the detrimental 
effect of time changes upon such comparisons. 
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1. Introduction 
Given two random variables X, and X2 taking values in a partially ordered measur- 
able space, we write X, sSt X2 if Eg(X,) s Eg(X,) for every increasing positive 
measurable function g on that space. When the space is that of real-valued functions 
on R,, the variables X, and X, are real-valued stochastic processes, and a functional 
g is increasing if 
x,(t)Sx2(t) for every tER+ 3 g(x,)Sg(x2). 
The ordering sSt is usually called stochastic ordering, and results concerning it are 
referred to as stochastic comparisons. 
In the literature, stochastic comparisons of Markov processes are found mostly 
in terms of transition functions or infinitesimal generators: see, for instance, Kalmy- 
kov (1962), Daley (1968), O’Brien (1972, 1975), Kirstein (1976), Franken and 
Kirstein (1977), Keilson and Kester (1977), and Kamae, Krengel and O’Brien (1977). 
When the Markov processes are continuous It8 processes, there are more explicit 
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comparisons in terms of the drift and diffusion coefficients: Skorokhod (1965), 
Anderson (1972), Yamada (1973), Doss (1977), Ikeda and Watanabe (1977), O’Brien 
(1980), Gal’Euk and Davis (1982) and Ouknine (1987). 
In this note we consider general It6 processes, i.e. solutions of stochastic differen- 
tial equations of jump type. Their law is specified essentially by three deterministic 
functions governing the drift, diffusion, and jumps. This representation is particularly 
helpful for stochastic comparisons, because it loads all the randomness onto two 
standard processes (Brownian and Poisson) and indicates the intrinsic features in 
a readable fashion. 
Our aim is to provide stochastic comparisions for ItB processes in terms of their 
intrinsic characteristics, namely the three deterministic functions. 
Furthermore we consider the problem of comparing Hunt processes that are also 
semimartingales. This is a natural extension of the problem considered above, since 
Cinlar and Jacod (1981) showed that every semimartingale Hunt process is obtained 
from an It; process by a random time change. 
In Section 2 we give an approximation lemma for It6 processes. The approximation 
is by Itb processes that have only finitely many jumps in bounded time-intervals. 
In Section 3 we compare It8 processes, while in Section 4 we review the representa- 
tion of Cinlar and Jacod (1981) and give conditions under which stochastic ordering 
is preserved under time changes. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
Throughout, (0, s9, P) will remain as the probability space in the background; we 
assume that is is large enough to hold all the processes we will discuss. For terms 
like martingales and semimartingales we use the standard meanings. For the precise 
definition of Hunt processes we refer to Blumenthal and Getoor (1968): in addition 
to various conditions on the filtrations and transition functions, the essential condi- 
tions are that they be strong Markov, have right-continuous and left-limited paths, 
and be quasi-left-continuous. All our processes will be real-valued and have infinite 
lifetimes. 
Throughout this note, W will be a Wiener process and N will be a standard 
Poisson random measure on R+ x(R\{O}), the two being independent. Standard 
means that the mean measure of N is the Lebesgue measure. Integrals over R\(O) 
will be shown by integral signs without limits. 
A real-valued Markov process Y ={ Y,: PER,} will be called an It6 process if 
there exist suitably measurable deterministic functions b, c, k such that 
I 
f 
Y, = Y0-c NY,) ds+ I’ c(K) dW,+ k"( Y7-, z)fi(ds, dz) 0 0 
+ k’( Yy-, z)N(ds, dz) (2.1) 
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where fi(ds, dz) = N(ds, dz) - ds dz, and here and below, 
k’ = kl,,,,, o lkt, k’=kl,,.,,oIkl, OGE<~. (2.2) 
The integrals involving W and fi are stochastic integrals and define, respectively, 
the continuous local martingale and the purely discontinuous local martingale parts 
of the semimartingale Y. The last integral defines a pure jump process, with each 
jump having a magnitude greater than 1, with finitely many jumps over bounded 
time-intervals. 
The function b regulates the drift, c regulates the diffusion, and k regulates the 
sizes of the jumps. Concerning the last, we note that an atom (s, z) of the Poisson 
random measure causes a jump from x to x + k(x, z) at time s, if Y,- =x. Figure 1 
describes the one-to-one relationship of the function k to the Levy kernel L of the 
process Y (which admits (t, L) as a Levy system). 
We shall write 
YE ITO( b, c, k) 
to mean that Y is an It6 process satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). In particular, if YE 
ITO(b, c, k) and (2.1) has only one strong Markov solution, then the probability 
law of Y is determined by the characteristics b, c, k and the distribution /_L of YO. 
We shall mostly restrict ourselves to processes 
X E ITO*( b, c, k) (2.3) 
Fig. 1. 
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which, in addition to satisfying (2.1)-(2.2), have the following conditions on b, c, k: 
There is a constant Co> 0 such that, for all x in R, 
Ib(x)\'+[c(x)l'+ j Ik”(x,z)1*dz~(1+x2)C,,. 
(2.4) 
There is a constant C>O such that, for all F >O and all x and y in R, 
/b(x) - b(y)j”+lc(x) - c(y)]‘+ jk’(x, z) - k’(y, z)l’ dz s /x -yl’ . C. 
(2.5) 
These conditions are familiar in the theory of stochastic differential equations. They 
enable one to obtain, via Picard’s method of successive approximations, a unique 
non-explosive solution to (2.1). For our purposes, they enable us to approximate 
Y by a sequence of processes each of which has only finitely many jumps in every 
bounded time-interval. We shall do this for the case k’ = 0, that is, all jumps are 
small, because the big jumps are already infrequent enough. The following is the 
approximation; the conclusion of the lemma can be strengthened, but is sufficient 
for our needs. 
Lemma 2.1. Let YE ITO*( b, c, k) with k’ = 0. For each F > 0, 
I I I 
Y; = Yo+ 
I 
b( Y:) ds+ 
I 
c(Y:) dW,+ 
II 
k’( Y:_, z)fi(ds, dz) 
0 0 0 
has a unique non-explosive solution Y’. For each t in R,, as E + 0, the random variable 
Y: goes to Y, in probability. 
Proof. The first claim is well-known in view of the conditions (2.4) and (2.5). 
Similarly, Y is the unique solution of (2.1) with non-explosive paths. The remainder 
of the proof is for convergence. 
(a) Taking k’ = 0 in (2.1) we have 
Y,- Y:= J ‘[b(Y,)-b(Y:),ds+ 0 
+ ’ [kO(Y,_,z)-k’(Y,_,z)]fi(ds,dz) 
+ JJ ’ [k’(Y,_,z)-k’(Y:_,z)]j?(ds,dz). 0 (2.6) 
(b) In (2.1), the integral involving 3 defines a purely discontinuous local martin- 
gale, whose quadratic variation process is 
’ H, = JJ (k”( Y,, z)\*ds dz. (2.7) 0 
Pick a sequence (T,,) of stopping times increasing to +OO such that H,, is integrable 
for each n. Let t, be a fixed time, and with n fixed for a while, put 
T = t,, A T,, . (2.8) 
(c) The event { T 2 r} implies {T 2 s} for all s s t, and the indicator of { T 3 s} 
defines a predictable process. Thus, using (2.6) together with well-known computa- 
tions (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, p. 288) we see that there is a constant 
C,, > 0 depending only on t,, such that 
I 
I 
EIY,- Y:/ZI(T_,)~CoEH;+Co EGJi, -\) ds, 
0 
where 
),“( I’,, z) - k’( Y,, z)j’ ds dz, 
G=~b(Y,)-b(Y:)~2+~c(Y,)-c(Y:)~‘+ Ik’(Y,,z)-k’(~:,z)J’dz. 
I 
Using the Lipschitz condition (2.5) on G, we see that 
I 
I 
E( Y, - Y&,,,s C,,EH’,+C E( Y, - Y:(‘Z,-r,5) ds 
0 
(2.9) 
with some constant C > 0. Gronwall inequality (see e.g. Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, 
pp. 287-288) states that a continuous function g satisfying 
I 
I 
O~g(r)~a(t)+/3 g(s) ds, 0~ 16 T, 
0 
with /3 2 0 and (Y : [0, T] + R integrable is such that 
I 
I 
g(r)sa(r)+-P cy(s) eB”-” ds, 0~ ts T. 
0 
Applying this to (2.9) we get 
El Y, - Y:(zZjTx-l)~ C,EHF, e“‘. (2.10) 
(d) Note that Ik’- k’l is bounded by lk”l and approaches 0 as e + 0. This implies 
that H>s H, and H$+ 0 as F + 0. Moreover, EH, <co by the way T and T,, are 
picked. Hence, EH’, -+ 0 as E + 0, by the dominated convergence theorem. See (2.7) ff. 
for these. 
(e) Consequently, it follows from (2.10) that, as E + 0, 
lY, - Y:Iz{T,,+I 
in L2 and therefore in probability. In other words, in view of (2.8) used with t,> 1, 
we have shown that for every S > 0, 
lim P{\ Y, - Yr\ > 6, T,, z t} = 0 
F 
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for each t in R, . Since P(A) s P(A n B) + P(R\B) for all events A and B, this 
implies that 
li~_soupP{JY,-Y~J>6}~P{T,~~}, tER+, S>O. 
Since (T,,) increases to +co, the right side goes to 0 as n + CO. Hence, for each t, 
Yr + Y, in probability as E + 0. q 
3. Comparing It6 processes 
According to a result of Kamae, Krengel a,nd O’Brien (1977), X, sst Xz if and only 
if there exist processes 2, and Xz that have the same laws as X, and X, respectively, 
but are defined on the same probability space and satisfy 2, < Xz almost surely. 
On the other hand, given two It6 processes X, and X,, it is possible to construct 
their probabilistic replicas 2, and X2 on the same probability space, using the same 
Wiener process and the same Poisson random measure to drive them both. Thus, 
our task is reduced to the following: 
Suppose that 
Y, E ITO(bi, c,, ki), i = 1,2, (3.1) 
and that the Y, are defined on (0, ZZZ, P) and are driven by the same Wiener process 
W and the same Poisson random measures N. We need to find conditions on the 
bi, c,, k, that ensure that Y, s Yz (we assume, without further mention that 
Y,(O) s Y,(O) (3.2) 
which amounts to assuming the obviously necessary condition that the laws p, and 
pUr of Y,(O) and Y,(O) satisfy p, 6,,~>). 
The following is the main result. See (2.3) ff. for the notation ITO”. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Y, E ITO*(b,, ci, k,) for i = 1,2. Suppose that 
(a) c,=cz; 
(b) x s y implies x + k,(x, z) G y + k,(y, z) for all z; 
(c) for every F > 0 we have by s bz , where 
b;(x) = b,(x) - J k:(x, z) dz. 
7hen, Y, s Y2 almost surely. 
Remarks 3.2. (a) Suppose that k, = k2 = 0. Then, Theorem 3.1(b) is automatic, and 
Theorem 3.1(c) is reduced to having b, s b,. In this case, the theorem’s conclusion 
is well-known: see, for example, Skorokhod (1965), Anderson (1972), Yamada 
(1973), Ikeda and Watanabe (1977), and Doss (1977). 
(b) In a certain sense, condition of Theorem 3.1 is almost necessary: Suppose 
that Y,(O) = Y,(O), b, = b,= 0, k, = k, = 0. Then, Y, and Yz are local martingales. 
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If Y, s Yz, then YZ - Y, is a positive local martingale starting from 0. Since a positive 
martingale starting from 0 is indistinguishable from 0, a localization argument shows 
that Yz - Y, = 0 almost surely. It follows that c, = c2 on the essential range of Y, = Y7. 
(c) We should, however, note that Y,(t) = -exp( W, -+t) and YZ(t) = 
exp(2 W, - 2t) satisfy Y, s Y?, and in this case, b, = b, = 0, k, = k> = 0, and c,(x) = x 
and cz(x) = 2x. The preceding remark does not apply because Y,(O) < Y?(O). Special 
comparison results, where the diffusion coefficients c,, c2 do not coincide, but are 
suitably linked to the drift terms b,, b2, can be found in O’Brien (1980), Gal’Euk 
and Davis (1982) and Ouknine (1987). 
(d) Condition (b) of Theorem 3.1 ensures that the paths of the Y, do not cross 
at jump times: if (s, z) is an atom of N(w, .) and if Y,(s -, w) = x~y = Y2(s-, w), 
then 
Y,(s,w)=x+k,(x,z)sy+kz(y,z)= YJs,w). 
Obviously this condition is necessary. In terms of the Levy kernels Lj it can be 
restated as follows. 
L,(x,(u,oo))sL,(y,(u,~)) forx=Zysu, 
L,(x,(-oo,u))~L,(y,(-~,u)) for 24Sxay. 
The proof of the theorem will be through a series of remarks and lemmas. We 
state them without repeating the conditions of the theorem; the conditions are in 
force throughout. In the proofs, all stopping times are those of the filtration (properly 
augmented and right-continuous) generated by Y,(O), Y,(O), W, and N. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that kf = 0 and ky = k: for some jixed E > 0 for both i. Then, 
Y, G Yz almost surely. 
Proof. (a) In this case, the stochastic integral with respect to fi in (2.1) can be 
written as the difference of two ordinary integrals (see e.g. Ikeda and Watanabe, 
1981, p. 59ff.). Thus each Y, satisfies (with bj as in Theorem 3.1) 
r;(t)= Y,(o)+ 
I 
I f 
b:( Y,(s)) ds+ 
I 
c,( Y(s)) d W, 
0 0 f + JJ k( Y(s-1, z)N(ds, dz) 0 (3.3) 
and has finitely many jumps over bounded intervals. 
(b) As a consequence, there exists an increasing sequence (T,,) of stopping times 
exhausting the jump times of both Y, combined such that r,,,, > T, on the set 
{T, <a} and lim T, = +CO. We set T,, = 0 and recall (the standing assumption (3.2)) 
that Y,( T,,) G Yz( To), Proof will be complete, by induction on n, once we show the 
following: 
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(c) For almost evey w, letting s = T,,(w) and u = T’+,(W), 
S-COO, Y,(s,w)SY,(s,w) * Yl(t,~)SY,(r,~) forall tE[s,u), 
(3.4) 
and moreover, if u < 00, we have the same implication for t = u as well. 
To show the preceding, we shall use a type of argument which is standard in 
proving the existence and uniqueness of solutions of stochastic differential equations 
of jump type (see e.g. Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, pp. 231-232). Fix o and assume 
the left side of (3.4). By the way s and u are defined, neither Yi( ., o) has a jump 
during (s, u). Thus, in view of (3.3), the path segment { Yi(s + t, w): OS f < u - s} 
coincides with a path segment {Z,( t, (3): 0 s t < u - s} of an It6 process Z, with drift 
b,’ and diffusion c, with Z,(O, (3) = Y( s, w). This is for each z’. In view of conditions 
(a) and (c) of Theorem 3.1, Remark 3.2(a) applies to the Zi and we have Z,sZ, 
almost surely. Thus, (3.4) holds. Moreover, if u < 00, the right side of (3.4) implies 
that 
x= Y,(u-,w)s Yz(u-,w)=y, 
and u <cc means that there exists an atom (u, z) of the counting measure N(w, .). 
Thus, using condition (b) of Theorem 3.1 as in Remark 3.2(d) we see that the 
implication (3.4) holds for f = u as well. q 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that kf = 0 for both i. Then, Y, c Yz almost surely. 
Proof. For each F>O, let Yr correspond to Y, as in Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 3.3, 
we have YF( t) s Y;(t) for all t almost surely. By Lemma 2.1, for each t, Yf( t) + Yt( t) 
in probability for both i. A sequence of random variables converges in probability 
if and only if every subsequence of it has a further subsequence that converges 
almost surely. Thus, by letting F +O over a properly chosen set {Ed, E?, Ed,. . .}, we 
get that ( Yy( t), Y;(t)) + ( Y,(t), Y2( t)) almost surely. By the ordering on the Y:(t), 
this implies that Y,(t) 4 Y*(t) almost surely. By the right-continuity of the Yi, this 
means that Y, G Yz almost surely. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Each Y, has only finitely many large jumps (of magnitude 
exceeding 1) during bounded intervals; those jumps have their sizes determined by 
k:. Let (T,,) be an increasing sequence of stopping times that exhaust the large 
jumps of Y, and Y2 combined. We have T,,, > T, on {T,<w} and lim T,,=+a, 
just as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 part (b). Proof of the theorem now follows part 
(c) of the proof of Lemma 3.3, word for word, except that the word ‘jump’ there 
should be replaced by ‘large jump’ and now Z, is an It6 process in ITO*( bi, ci, ky), 
and 2, s Z, by Lemma 3.4 above. 0 
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The following corollary can be proved just as in Lemma 3.3. We are able to do 
away with the conditions (2.4) and (2.5) because we do not need the approximation 
Lemma 2.1. 
Corollary 3.5. Let Y, E ITO(b,, ci, k,) for i = 1,2. Suppose that 
(a) c,=c,=O; 
(b) ~~yimpliesx+k,(x,z)~y+k~(y,z)foraflz; 
(c) by< b:, where 
b:(x) = b,(x) - J k:(x, z) dzE R. 
Then, Y, d Y2 almost surely. 0 
Remark 3.6. Note that, then, the Y, have the form 
J 
I K(f) = Y,(o)+ b:( Y,(.s)) ds+ k( Y(s-), z)N(ds, dz) 0 J’J 0 
where the integrals are of the ordinary kind. The conclusion of the corollary remains 
true for c, = c2 # 0 as well, but then we need conditions like (2.4) and (2.5). 
4. Random time changes and Hunt semimartingales 
Cinlar and Jacod (1981) showed that every semimartingale Hunt process X can be 
obtained from an It8 process Y by a random time change. Somewhat more explicitly, 
starting with X on some probability space, it is possible to construct a Wiener 
process W and a Poisson random measure N on an enlargement of the original 
probability space, and it is possible to find functions a, b, c, k such that 
X, = Y*,, 
where Y satisfies (2.1) and A is the functional inverse of 
J 
I A,= a( Y,) ds. 
0
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Moreover, 0 s a G 1, and A and A are continuous and strictly increasing. This 
account of the relevant results of Cinlar and Jacod (1981) is somewhat lacking in 
precision, but it is sufficient for our current purposes. We shall write 
X E HSM(a, b, c, k) 
to mean that X is a Hunt semimartingale satisfying (2.1)-(2.2) and (4.1)-(4.2). 
In general the effect of random time changes on stochastic order is detrimental: 
we are forced to compare Y,(A,(t)) with Y,(A,(t)) knowing only that Y, G Yz. 
The following is listed for arbitrary process Y;. As usual, the statement will remain 
true if Y, G Yz and X, c X3 are replaced by Y, S-t Yz and X, G,~ X,. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let Y, and Yz be real-valued processes with Y, G Y2. Let the Bore1 
functions ai satisfy 0~ a, s 1 and define Xi from Y, via (4.1)-(4.2) with a,. Suppose 
that at least one of the following holds: 
(a) alaazl one of the a, is decreasing, one of the Y, is increasing. 
(b) a, c a2, one of the ai is increasing, one of the Y, is decreasing. 
Then, X, G X2. 
Proof. We give the proof assuming the condition (a); the other case is similarly 
proved. 
Let a, 2 a*. If a, is decreasing, then 
If a, is decreasing, A, 3 d, again since a,( Y,) 2 a2( Y,) 2 a*( YJ. Thus, in either 
case, A, 2 Ai, and therefore A, c A2. Now, if Y, is increasing, then 
X,(t) = Y,(A,(t)) s Y,(AAt))s Y,(Mt)) = X,(t). 
If, instead, Yz is increasing, the same conclusion is reached via Y,(A,) G Y,(A,) s 
Y,(A,). 0 
Remark 4.2. The condition that one of the Y, be increasing cannot be removed in 
the case (a). For instance, if a, = 2 and a2 = 1 and Y,(t) = Y2( t) = sin t, then A,(t) = it 
and A,(t) = t and it is not possible to compare the processes X,(t) = sin (it) and 
X,(t) = sin t. Even when a, = a2 are decreasing, comparisons are impossible for 
arbitrary Y, G Y2. On the other hand, if Y, = Yz = Y and Y is increasing, it is 
enough to assume that a,Caz: then a,cAi?, A,aA2, and X,2X,. 
In view of the preceding remarks and our inability to compare It6 processes 
having different diffusion coefficients, we are limited to comparing Hunt processes 
one of which is increasing (and therefore without a diffusion term) and the other 
without diffusion. Nevertheless, the following result has some domain of applicabil- 
ity, mainly in reliability theory, where increasing processes are used to model 
deterioration processes. Its proof is immediate from Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 
4.1 above. 
Proposition 4.3. Let X, E HSM(a,, b,, c,, ki) and 0~ ai s 1 for both i. Suppose that 
the Xi are locally of bounded variation, that is, the corresponding It6 processes Y, have 
the form 
I 
I 
Yi( t) = Yi(0) + b:( Y,(s)) ds + 
1’1 
k,( Y(s-), z)N(ds, dz), 
0 0 
where the last integral is an ordinary integral. Suppose that 
11 
(a) a,s a, and that at least one of them is decreasing; 
(b) by< b:‘, and xay implies x+k,(x, z)Sy+k,(y, z) for all z; 
(c) at least one of the processes Y, is increasing, that is, either by and k, are positive 
or 6: and k,. 
Then X,SX,. 0 
Remark 4.4. In the presence of condition (b), if Y, is increasing then so is Yz (in 
fact, then, 0~ bf s b:’ and 0~ k, 5 k,). However, Yz can be increasing without Y, 
being so. 
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